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E. D. Blodgett. Five-Part Invention: A History of Literary History in
Canada. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003. $65.00 cloth.
At home in several literatures and languages, alert to theoretical and Classical contexts, E. D. Blodgett is uniquely qualified to write “a history of
literary history in Canada,” as his subtitle has it. Knowing “that a comparative history of literatures of Canada is practically impossible for a single
author” ( n. ), he nonetheless takes on the daunting task of assessing
sixty-one diverse literary histories, for he believes that “literary history in
Canada, no matter how accomplished some of it has been in method and
critical insight, is akin to the literary history of a federation that refuses
to consider the usefulness and value of the federation” (). Returning to
that idea in his conclusion, he states: “If there has been a metahistorical
purpose in my bringing the literary histories of Canada into a common
compass, it has been to demonstrate the limits of autonomous perspectives, no matter how valid in themselves” (). His “common compass”
has five aspects: English-Canadian, French-Canadian, First Nations, Inuit,
and ethnic minorities. To Lawrence Lipking’s remark that “Literary history
used to be impossible to write; lately it has been much harder” (), Blodgett
could respond, “especially in Canada.” Anyone interested in Canadian literary history will consult this book with interest, but because it has been so
carelessly produced, it will not reach the audience that it deserves.
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Because of my limitations, I will focus on English-Canadian literary
history, but first I must say that the great virtue of this book is its attention to the other literary histories of Canada. Sounding like the Hugh
MacLennan of “e Canadian Character,” Blodgett notes that both Englishand French-Canadian literary histories “represent the origins of Canada
implicitly as defeat, if not a shared defeat,” and adds that “the tragedy of
Canada is that its two dominant cultures have refused to recognize this
element in the other” (). He differs from MacLennan in at least two
ways. First, he shows that history has an importance in French Canada
that it does not have in English Canada, where the “recourse to ‘space’ …
so evident in anglophone history, implies an antipathy to time and history, which its practice bears out” (). Second, he argues that there are
more than two solitudes: “all writing that emerges from the minority languages and cultures of Canada constitutes its own solitude, and a history
of Canadian culture is perforce a history of many solitudes” (). With
respect to the First Nations and Inuit, Blodgett argues that “it is difficult
to distinguish between either of the two charter cultures, whose dispute
is often at the expense of a third and generally unheard culture” (). He
also discusses the distinct and neglected perspectives of various regions
and minorities.
Blodgett describes his approach as follows: “Although my method
tends to vary methodologically in response to individual texts, Hayden
White’s understanding of history as a rhetorical mode of emplotment predominates” (). For White, “the historical discourse should be viewed as
a sign system which points in two directions simultaneously: first, toward
the set of events it purports to describe and, second, toward the generic
story form to which it tacitly likens the set in order to disclose its formal
coherence considered as either a structure or a process” (). Blodgett is
better with the second direction: he is a shrewd reader of the ideological
implications of the narrative and rhetorical features of literary histories,
but he has trouble with the events of literary history that they purport to
describe. From his opening paragraph, he is oddly diffident about such
events, and so he writes that literary history is “in some ways even more
moribund” than other history (). His interests emerge when he argues
“that literary history is in fact a variant of the Bildungsroman, particularly
in its German sense” (). erefore the beginning is particularly revealing: “It installs a certain trajectory whose function is to provide the signs
of nation which coalesce into a kind of central protagonist that is born,
grows, and reaches a certain maturity” (). is formulation strikes me
as problematic: some literary histories do have such a Whiggish bias, but
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others (E. K. Brown’s or W. H. New’s, for instance) are careful to study
history as change and not necessarily progress. And as Northrop Frye
argued six decades ago, the best analogues for nations are other nations,
not individuals: “Canada is not ‘new’ or ‘young’: it is exactly the same age
as any other country under a system of industrial capitalism” ().
For Blodgett, the exemplary Canadian literary histories are the multivolume La Vie littéraire au Québec (–), edited by Maurice Lemire
and (since Volume ) Denis Saint-Jacques of the Centre de recherche en
littérature québécoise, and New’s A History of Canadian Literature ().
“Drawing upon the most contemporary of theories from [Pierre] Bourdieu
to [Itamar] Even-Zohar” (), the former “constitutes the most significant
contribution to the study of literary history yet attained in this country”
(). Unlike any imaginable English-Canadian work, La Vie littéraire au
Québec is confidently part of a nationalist “quest for autonomy, which
is carefully embedded in the material conditions of making a literature
through an analysis of journals and books from several points of view”
(). Along with New’s History, it “constitutes the only highly significant
undertaking in its culture both to address history as the place of change
and to explain its interrelation with literature” (). But with New the lack
of autonomy is undeniable, and so Blodgett writes that “Perhaps because
New’s text was written for the Macmillan History of Literature Series,
published in England and consisting of histories of literatures of anglophone countries, his attention to historical sets of events is more careful
than most historians of English-Canadian literature” ().¹ Although
Blodgett is consistently appreciative of New’s exceptional achievement,
he is uncomfortable precisely because his narrative does not consist of
a Whiggish national progress. Noting that New concludes that “it is well
to regard this entire book as a history-in-process” (New ), Blodgett
writes that
No effort is made to transcend time, an anglophone norm still
apparent in [W. J.] Keith, and this constitutes the most remarkable aspect of New’s history. e ease, however, with which
discursive practices overtake, indeed, eclipse the referential in
the concluding chapter, to the point where the discourse of his
own text assumes the role of “history-in-process,” may be said
to empty, at least in some respects, history of history itself, for
 e point holds even though the book has been distributed by McGill-Queen’s

University Press since August, . I am indebted to Roger Martin of McGillQueen’s for this information.
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is there any sequential extraliterary series, any diachronic “set
of events” left in the end? ()
Future literary historians may well read New’s concluding chapter as a
response to the conventional wisdom of his time, and, if so, history is not
as empty as Blodgett fears. Postmodernist ideas have often worked against
the interests of both nationalism and the discipline of history, but New’s
book succeeds because it abandons neither before the concluding chapter,
and only “in some respects.”
Blodgett is a fine reader, but not a fine proof-reader, and so his book
is littered with mistakes and awkward sentences. To give two examples
from the conclusion, the penultimate paragraph begins by referring to
“One of problems with Granatstein’s model” (), while the last begins “It
seems, therefore, impossible not construct literary history … ().” Some
sentences need thorough revision, as when a discussion of W. E. Collin’s
account of E. J. Pratt ends with these words: “Unlike Lampman and Pickthall, he does not manifest ‘soft femininity,’ romantic qualities that Hulme
eschewed, and which are found in qualities such as those characterizing
Smith’s poetry, namely, ‘precision, hardness, clarity’” () Other errors are
more ominous: Charles Heavysege is referred to several times, and every
time (including the index) his name is misspelled “Heavysedge”; Munro
Beattie’s first name is misspelled ( n. ); and Edward William omson,
the writer and friend of Lampman who fought in the American Civil War,
is confused with William Ernest ompson, the World War  veteran to
whom J. D. Logan dedicated Highways of Canadian Literature. I will list
one more: discussing E. K. Brown, Blodgett writes that D. C. Scott’s fame
“rests upon the fact that he is ‘our Canadian symbol of the fragile artist
worn down by the rigours of our climate and our social and economic
structure’” (). e words in the quotation within the quotation are from
Brown’s On Canadian Poetry, but they refer to Lampman, not Scott (see
Brown –). at Blodgett can confuse them suggests that he is not
engaged by early Canadian literary history. Finally, I cannot let the University of Toronto Press off the hook. eir editors should have insisted
that Blodgett provide translations of the passages in German and Italian,
if not of the many passages in French. If he is addressing an audience that
knows all of these languages, he is not writing for anyone I know.
Tracy Ware
Queen’s University
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Helen M. Buss, D. L. Macdonald, and Anne McWhir, eds.
Mary Wollstonecraft and Mary Shelley: Writing Lives. Waterloo:
Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2001. 340 pp. $49.95 cloth.
is collection of essays on the lives and writings of Mary Wollstonecraft
and Mary Shelley is an achievement for which the editors, the press, and
the Calgary Institute for the Humanities—sponsor of the conference that
gave rise to the project—should be congratulated. Books based on conference papers often disappoint, but the present volume offers much of value
not only to Shelley and Wollstonecraft specialists but also to two much
larger constituencies: those engaged with feminist thought and praxis, and
students of life writing in all its forms.
e conference was held to mark the bicentenary of the daughter’s
birth and the mother’s death: the mother, author of a radical critique of
the way society infantilized women, stifling their intellects; the daughter,
later to become author of a narrative that fatally parodied the male drive
to monopolize creation and procreation. is collection does not confine
itself to these well-known works, however. What gives it still wider scope is
the contributors’ awareness of how the post-revolution debate politicized
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